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*5 Spruce Tree Furniture 
produced locally

Colored tarp *Tree nursery that people can 
take pots home with them

1.5m length White Spruce 
Logs stacked
Rebar Anchor every .5m

01 2.5cm Dia. White tubing wrapped 
around 10cm Dia Branch
02 White Tubing welded to Aluminum 
Section
03 5cm Tall White Aluminum Section 
Track
04 Wheel track runner
05 Red Jute Fabric Drapes 
06 No Aluminum Section to be visible 
from exterior of drapes
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*Specimen White Spruce

*White Spruce planted 1m  
O.C. triangular spacing

*Broad Leaves Piled 
Compressed Clay
55 cm dia. play piping

*Layer of broad leaves placed 
around the canopy line of 
white spruce tree

*�ll with lawn grass type 
suitable for forest 
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 �e forest is a magical realm where through history 
people have acknowledged its power of mystery, danger and 
adventure. Forests now do not carry the same magical weight as 
it once had. �e “Magic Woods” creates moments of mystery, 
turning the forest into a set of stages. �ese stages are divided 
into the 10 types of illusions: Production, Vanishing, 
Levitation, Transformation, Transportation, Transposition, 
Escape, Penetration, Restoration and Prediction. �e illusions 
are not exposed but concealed behind large red drapes. Behind 
the drapes lies interventions that are playful, simple, and 
beautiful.
 �e drape is a device that allows mysteries to be unveiled. 
�e audience has a chance to discover 10 separate moments, 
hopefully bringing one back to a time where magic was real for 
them. �e “Production” intervention highlights a specimen tree 
species in the forest. �e drape unveils the beauty that could 
have easily been walked by. �e audience inspects the tree for 
some sign of growth or a slight of hand, there is a realization 
that the process of the tree growing is the illusion of 
production. 
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